Below is a list of sustainability related jobs across the US.

Topher White

Topher White grew up in the rainforests of Borneo as a tourist. One aspect of the rainforest that stuck out to him the most was the continuous noise that couldn't be heard hardly at all - chainsaws from illegal logging. Illegal logging is responsible for as much as 15% of the continuous noise that couldn't be heard hardly at all - chainsaws from illegal logging. Illegal logging is responsible for as much as 15% of the deforestation in the world, which is one of the primary causes of climate change.

When the device detects chainsaw frequencies, a text alert is sent to smartphones and other connected devices. The trees are able to track the noise with the help of cellular energy. The devices are placed high in the tree canopy of the rainforest and can detect these transmissions up to a mile away. When the device detects chainsaw frequencies, a text alert is sent to smartphones and other connected devices. The trees are able to track the noise with the help of cellular energy. The devices are placed high in the tree canopy of the rainforest and can detect these transmissions up to a mile away.

These aspects prompted him to create a rainforest monitoring system made from TrueRemove®. The system is composed of native trees, shrubs, and perennials that can handle copious amounts of moisture. The garden attracts pollinators while simultaneously reducing the potential of flooding. Click the button below to learn more about Topher, his device, and the rainforest!
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The April calendar is now available! We have multiple sizes and a phone background.
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E-mail the Office of Sustainability at sustainability@utk.edu or call 865-974-7575.

The annual Environmental Leadership Awards (ELAs) ceremony is a collaboration between the Office of Sustainability and the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Health, and Human Sciences.
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The goal of celebrating Earth Day is to demonstrate support for environmental protection through citizen science, advocacy, volunteering, education, events, and art. We know who are making huge strides in solving environmental issues. This month's edition will elaborate on Topher White and his founding of the Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) Rainforest Connection.

If you are interested in receiving our future emails, please subscribe online.

It's Earth Month!

Topher White

Topher White is the founder of the Rainforest Connection. He is a sustainability champion who is making a difference in the world.
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